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Abstract:
POLAR experiment is a novel compact space-borne Compton polarimeter conceived for a precise measurement
of hard X-ray polarization and optimized for the detection of the prompt emission of Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRB)
in the energy range 50-500 keV. The detector consists of an array of 1600 low-Z plastic scintillator bars. The
incoming photons undergo Compton scattering in the bars andproduce a modulation pattern; simulations and
experiments have shown that the polarization degree and angle can be retrieved from this pattern with the
accuracy necessary for pinning down the GRB mechanisms.
The scintillating bars are divided into the groups of 64 and constitute 25 frontend readout modules. Each module
comprises the flat-panel multi-anode photomultiplier, voltage divider circuit, ASIC chip, analog discriminators
block and FPGA device. The ASIC chip, manufactured by IDEAS (Norway), performs amplification, shaping
and discrimination of 64 signals from one photomultiplier,bringing out the information about number of
triggered channels, as well as their position. The analog data can be also sampled by ADC and read out by
FPGA. Besides the ASIC trigger signals, frontend module utilizes supplementary set of analog discriminators,
that allows to distinguish the level of the energy depositedin the detector. Detection of the polarization signal
requires measurements of the coincidence signals between at least two channels, not necessarily from the same
frontend module. All trigger signals are then aggregated inthe Central Task Processing Unit, so called Central
Trigger. This subsystem allows for unique and uninhibited identification of the transient signal as well as rejection
of possible sources of background.
The article presents the principles of operation of events triggering system on the local (frontend module) and
central levels. The qualification model of POLAR has been constructed and currently undergoes all required
examinations, in view of a flight on the Chinese spacelab TG-2expected for 2014.
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1 Introduction
The POLAR experiment is a novel compact space-borne
Compton polarimeter conceived for a precise measuremen-
t of hard X-ray polarization and optimized for the detection
of the prompt emission of Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRB) in
the energy range 50-500 keV. The Gamma Ray Bursts are
sudden cosmic explosions happened randomly in the Uni-
verse at cosmological distances. They are considered as the
brightest events after the Big Bang. Although many exper-
iments in last 40 years performed studies of GRBs, their
creation mechanism is still not certain. There are three the-
oretical models to explain origin of this phenomenon: syn-
chrotron with random field (the fireball model) [1], syn-
chrotron with ordered field (the electromagnetic model) [2]
and Compton drag (cannonball model) [3]. All of them re-
late the emission of the GRB to the creation of a black hole

and differ in the physical processes involved in the gamma-
ray generation, as well as in the level of linear polarization
of the emitted photons. The measurements of the polariza-
tion of the GRB prompt emission will help to distinguish
between the proposed theoretical models. [4]

2 The POLAR instrument
The detector of POLAR instrument (see Figure 1) consists
of a matrix target of 40x40 low-Z plastic scintillator bars.
The incoming photons undergo Compton scattering in the
bars and produce a modulation pattern. Simulations and
experiments have shown that the polarization degree and
angle can be retrieved from this pattern with the accura-
cy necessary for pinning down the GRB mechanisms. PO-
LAR can track the incident and scattered X-ray photons in
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Fig. 1: Scheme of POLAR detector

the detector plane by collecting the generated fluorescence
light in plastic scintillator bars.

The POLAR instrument will be mounted onto a satellite,
to be able to study photons in the energy range between
50 and 500 keV, which cannot reach the ground because
the Earth atmosphere absorbs all photons in the gamma-
ray energy range.

The scintillating bars are organized into the groups of
64 and constitute 25 independent modular units (frontend-
s). Each of the unit is read-out by a flat panel multi anode
photomultiplier tube, mechanically coupled to the bottom
of the scintillator bars. The electrical signals coming from
the photomultiplier are first processed by an ASIC chip,
VA64MaPMT manufactured by Gamma-Medica. The ana-
log data is sampled by analog to digital converter. The w-
hole acquisition process is controled by the FPGA chip,
which also manages the rest of the functionalities of the
frontend electronics module.

All 25 frontend electronic modules are connected with
Central Task Processing Unit via flexible printed circuit
board. The functionality of this subsystem is divided into
three FPGA chips:

• Central Trigger Unit - implementing the global trig-
ger of the experiment.

• Central Concentrator Unit - performing communica-
tion with frontend electronic modules.

• Central Processing Unit - realizing the global control
of the instrument and communication with the space
station.

3 The trigger hardware
Detection of the polarization signal requires measurements
of the coincidence signals between at least two channels,
not necessarily from the same frontend module. The trig-
ger system for POLAR experiment consists of two stages.
First level - the local trigger is realised in frontend module,
while the global trigger is implemented in the Central Trig-
ger FPGA chip located in the Central Task Processing U-
nit.

Fig. 2: Central Task Processing Unit

The ASIC chip, situated on the frontend electronics
module, performs amplification, shaping and discrimina-
tion of 64 signals from photomultiplier. It has 64 indepen-
dent outputs presenting the information which channels
triggered. As the shaping time of the signal in the device
is very small (below 100ns), the decision to hold the even-
t has to been taken almost immediately. There is addition-
al output signal that brings the information about the num-
ber of triggered channels, formed as a wired-or from all
64 channels. The amplitude of this signal is proportional
to the number of triggered bars. This information is then
quantified by set of analog discriminators (one bar fired,
two bars fired, too many bars fired). Multi anode photo-
multiplier tube utilized in POLAR instrument provides the
analog signal from the 12th dynode which is common for
all 64 channels. The potential of this dynode correspond-
s to the energy deposited in the detector and after discrim-
ination is sent to Central Trigger. The threshold levels of
all discriminators can be controled by the commands and
changed during the work.

One of the function of the Central Task Processing Unit
(see Figure 2) is to serve as the Central Trigger of the
POLAR experiment. Central Trigger FPGA chip collects
the fast-logic signals from all 25 frontend modules about
the local trigger statuses, as well as about the condition of
the frontends itself.
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4 The trigger concept
During the normal operation of the POLAR instrument,
when physical event is detected, the trigger logic of fron-
tend module puts the ASIC chip in hold state; except the
situation when frontend module cannot serve the incom-
ing event, e.g. internal memory is full, the system is busy,
etc. The frontend module enters the state of waiting for
the acceptance from Central Trigger and provides informa-
tion about its status via fast logic signals. The Central Trig-
ger module waits for any module to report incoming even-
t. Then it starts the time window, in which trigger signals
from all the modules are examinated. If the condition for
event acquisition are fulfilled within given time, Central
Trigger accepts the event. Otherwise the event is not ac-
cepted.

Central Trigger is looking for coincident events in one
or more frontend modules. In case of one module, more
than one bar should be reported as hit. The events where
too many bars were fired or too much energy was deposit-
ed in the detector will be rejected, as caused not by the
gamma-rays.

If the event is accepted by the Central Trigger, all the
frontend modules, that have a request for event, receive an
event accepted signal. Each of the units starts the event
acquisition, digitizing the analog data of 64 channels and
sending the science packet to the Central Concentrator on
Central Task Processing Unit. If the event is rejected by
the Central Trigger, all the frontend modules, that have a
request for event, receive an event rejected signal. Each
of the units immadiately releases the hold for ASIC chip
and goes back to normal mode, in which it is able to look
for next physical events. In both situations the Central
Trigger Unit produces packet with the information about
the time and the decision taken. This packet includes also
information about status of all frontends.

Besides the acceptance of the events on frontend mod-
ules, the Cental Trigger periodically provokes the frontend
modules to perform acquisition of pedestal events, which
can allow to calculate noise of the system and basic level
of the signal.

5 Conclusions
The Qualification Model of the POLAR instrument was
built and currently undergo environmental tests. The per-
formance tests of the whole system including all stages of
events trigger are scheduled for the end of this year using
the gamma-rays beam in the European Synchrotron Radi-
ation Facility in Grenoble. Besides these experiments, the
instrument calibration is also planned, when all the param-
eters of the trigger system should be carefully measured
and precisely adapted. The production of the Flight Model
has been started, as the flight opportunity for the POLAR
instrument is the future Chinese Tian-Gong 2 Space Sta-
tion, next year.
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